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Petition summary
The petitioner claims that, in a 2015 publication in the world's largest scientific medical journal Nature
Med (1.a, b), some Chinese and American authors and researchers describe some experiments, which
were conducted and completed in 2015, at the same time and in direct collaboration, by several
universities in North Carolina and Arkansas, the Wuhan Institute of Virology in China and universities in
Zurich. He claims that these experiments were aimed at, and ultimately achieved, the engineering, with
artificial genetic methods, of the monster chimeric virus SARS-SHCO14-MA15-CoV, which is extremely
dangerous for humans and the construction of which can only be explained for its use as a biological
weapon of war. The petitioner claims that this virus has the same genetic and biological sequence of
Covid-19 (SARS-2-CoV), which has caused the current pandemic. He calls for an immediate in-depth
investigation to clarify what exactly was done during these experiments. The researchers and their
respective laboratories should be obliged to disclose all data and results of the experiments to the audit
and judicial authorities. They should also be obliged to give the authorities biological samples of the
monster chimeric virus they created, including its series of nucleotides-genes RNAs, to enable its full
genetic and biological analysis and study in direct comparison to the RNA of Covid-19. Finally, the
petitioner calls for the referral to the International Criminal Court of the researchers who directly
performed these experiments and all the politicians and other actors who may have collaborated with
them in any way, directly and indirectly.
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